
①Fold a paper in half. ②Fold in half again and

stand the top layer upward.

③Insert the index finger into the corner (marked as red circle), 

press down and make a square.

④Turn it over and do the

same to the other side.

⑤Place the open side at

the bottom (toward you),

and bring the sides to the

center crease.

⑥Turn it over and do the

same to the other side, and

make the solid crease at the

yellow dotted line by folding

it back and forth.

⑦Open the top layer from 1

to 3 in order, keeping closed

above the yellow dotted line.
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⑧Open carefully by following the existing creases and make a

diamond shape. Then, do the same to the other side.

How to Fold an Origami Deer

⑨Place the leg-like part at the bottom (toward you) and bring the

bottom part up to the center crease, which should be horizontal.

⑩Unfold once. Insert the finger from outer side (marked as red star), follow the existing creases and press down, keeping

closed above the center crease (yellow dotted line). Do the same on the right side.

Make two bases (which are going to be an upper body and a lower 
body) by following the same instruction from ① through ⑫.

A. Bases

Prepare two origami papers, a pair of scissors, and a glue stick, 
and now you are ready to make an origami deer!
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⑪Fold each side to the 

center crease.

⑫Fold down in an arrow direction and the base is complete.

①Place the base upside down 

and fold only the top layer 

upward roughly in the middle.

②Fold the second layer 

upward, but slide it down a 

little bit from the first layer.

③Fold the whole thing in half at the yellow dotted line, and 

the lower body is now complete.

①Fold the other base in half and make the solid crease at 

the yellow dotted line by folding the edge upward.

②Unfold it twice, bring the top edge upward by following the 

yellow dotted line, and close the arms as shown in the picture.

Upward

③Now the neck is complete. ④Pull the first layer in front 

to make the face.

⑤Fold the edge of the face 

inside to make the nose 

round.

⑥Make some triangle cuts 

on the antler on both sides, 

then split it in half at red 

dotted line.

⑦Stick the two together with a glue (make sure the lower body comes 

inside the upper body) and voilà!
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A-①. LowerBody(Oneofthetwobases)

A-②. UpperBody(Theotherofthetwobases)

#nara_visitor_center
#sarusawainnShare your lovely deer on Instagram with:


